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1. Many problems concerning the behavior of solutions of ordinary 
differential systems can be made to depend on scalar differential equations. 
Using a comparison principle of this type and the concept of Lyapunov’s 
function, we have extended many results of differential systems [l]. 
In this paper, we extend analogous results to a class of general functional 
differential systems. 
The formulation of a functional-differential equation as given below as 
well as existence and uniqueness theorems was given in a seminar at RIAS 
by J. K. Hale and G. S. Jones. These results will be published later. 
Assuming the existence of solutions, we consider results on stability and 
boundedness corresponding to our results [l]. Our work constitutes an 
extension of the work by Krasovskii [2], Razumikhin [3], Driver [4] and 
Lakshmikantham [5]. E xamples are given to illustrate the results. 
2. Let R be the real line and 52 be the sets of all subsets of R. A function 
(II : [t,, , 00) + 52 is said to be uniformly continuous on [to , a), if for every 
z > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that for arbitrary t, T in [to , m), 1 t - T 1 < 8, 
we have a(~) C N(or(t), ) h E w ere for arbitrary w E Q, the symbol 
N(w, l ) C [T 1 1 t - 7 1 < E, t in CO] . 
A function cy : [to , Q)) + i2 is called a Zagfunction if (Y is uniformly continuous 
on [to I a), t is in a(t) = OL~ and for every t in [t,, , m), at E (- 00, t] and if 
at, E R,f = [T, 00) for some 7 in R, then there exists a 1M such that for all 
t, > t, , atg E R,‘-M . Suppose that w is a given element of Q (for instance at,) 
and for every t in [to , m), we have a continuous mapping h, of w into at which 
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preserves order and that the family of functions [h, : t in [t,, , m)] depends 
continuously on t; that is, for every E > 0 there is a 8(t, c) > 0 such that 
1 t - T 1 i fS(t, E) implies 
II/z-JzII= sup [supilh,(B)--h,(B)1,8inwnR:}]<E. 
S- 
Let s be a function defined on c+; U (t,, , a) (at,’ is the smallest interval 
containing at,). For every t in [to , m), we define the mapping H, on w by 
the formula 
HtxP) = xV44) . 
Now let F(t, 4) be a function defined on [to, 03) x C(w, R”) (or any class 
of functions mapping w--f Rn). We call a functional differential equation 
an equation of the form 
x’(t) = F(t, H*x) 
where the prime denotes the right hand derivative here and in the sequel. 
Consider the functional differential systems 
x’(t) = f(t, H,x) ) (2.1) 
r’(t) = s(tt J&Y) 3 (2.2) 
wheref(t, +), g(t, 4) are n-vector functions defined on [to ,a) x C(W, IF). 
Given an initial function + defined and continuous on at; , a solution of 
(2.1) is any function x(t, , 4) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) ~(t, , I$) is defined and continuous on aYtt u [to, m); 
(ii) Xt;(to , $1 = 4; 
(iii) The derivative of x(t, , +) at t, x’(t, ,C) (t) exists for every t in 
[t, 00) and satisfies (2.1) for t in [to , 00). 
Let a function V(t, x, y) > 0 be defined and continuous on 
atU[tO,m) x R” x R’“, 
and suppose that it satisfies Lipschitz’s condition in x and y locally. In par- 
ticular, we assume that V(t, x, x) > 0 for (t, X) in %z U [to, 00) x Rn . 
Let C denote the space of continuous functions from at*, u [to, 00) into R” . 
We need the following subspaces defined by 
Cl = [xx, y E c I I vt I = V(t, 44, yw1; (2.3) 
CA = Lx, y E c I I VA I = w, 4thyW) -WI; (2.4) 
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where 
(i) A > 0 is a scalar function defined and continuous on a; u [to, m); 
(ii) V, is the function defined on Q whose values are 
We next state the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let the function W(t, r) > 0 be de$ned and continuous for 
t E [t,, ,a) and Y > 0. Let r(t; to , ro) be the maixmal solution of the scalar 
ds#erential equation 
7’ = W(t, y) , y(t,; to , 70) = yo 9 (2.5) 
existing to the right of to . For each t E [to , 00) and x, y E C, , suppose 
liy+;y) $ iY(t + h, 4) + hf(t, H,x>, y(t) + hg(t, L&y)> - V(t, x(t), y(t))1 
< w, w, G),y(t)) * (2.6) 
Lf x(to ,+I and y(to ,#I are any solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) with the initial 
functions $, 4 E C existing for all t > to such that ( VtO 1 < r. , then 
V(t, x(t0 3 $1 (t>, Y(to 3 J?4 (t)> < r(t: to , ro) , (t b to) * (2.7) 
LEMMA 2. Let the function W(t, Y) > 0 be defined and continuous for 
t E [to , 03) and Y > 0. Let r(t; to , ro) be the maximal solution of (2.5) existing 
for t > to . For each t E [to , 03) and x, y E CA , let 
A(t) liy+;y i {V(t + h, x(t) + hf(t, %x1, y(t) + hg(t, L&Y)) 
- V(t, x(t), r(t))> 1 + D+&) qt, x(t),y(t)) d W(G V(t, x(t), r(t)) A(t)) 9 (2.8) 
where 
D+A(t) = liydyp $ [A(t + h) - A(t)] 
for each t E [to, m). If x(t, ,$) and y(to , t,b) are any solutions of (2.1) and 
(2.2) with the initial functions 4, # E C existing for all t > to such that 
I VtoAto I < r. , then 
V(t, x(t0 3 4) (99 Y(to 9 4 (tN A(t) G r(t, to 3 10) 9 (t > to) * (2.9) 
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REMARK. Note that these lemmas are extensions of the lemmas in ref. 1 
in a certain sense. Observe also that the nonnegative character of W plays an 
important role in the proof given below. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let a(&, ,+) and ~(t, , #) be any two solutions of 
(2.1) and (2.2) with the initial functions 4, 4 E C existing for all t > t, such 
that 1 Vfo 1 < rO. Define m(t) = V(‘(t, ~(t, ,+) (t), r(t,, , 4) (t)) and let mtO be 
the function VtO defined in (ii). Then, we have 1 rnfO 1 = m(tJ < y0 . Now to 
prove (2.7), consider the differential equation 
Y’ = W(t, Y) + E ) ‘(to; t, , ro) = To , (2.10) 
which has solutions r,(t; t, , ,, r ) for all sufficiently small E > 0, existing to the 
right of t, as far as r(t , t 0, YJ exists. It is known [6] that 
It is therefore sufficient to show that 
m(t) d y,(c 43 , ro) , 0 >, 44 * (2.11) 
If this inequality does not hold, let t, be the greatest lower bound of numbers 
t > t, for which (2.11) is not true. Since the functions m(t) and r,(t; t, , Y,,) 
are continuous, we obtain 
6) m(t) < r,(C to , r,), (to < t < t,); 
(ii) m(h) = y$,; to , YJ, (t = t,); 
(iii) m(t, + h) > rr(tl + h, to , yo), (h > 0). 
It then follows, from (2.10) and (ii), (iii) of (2.12), that 
h’\y+ $ b(h + h) - m(tdl b y:(h; t, , ~0) = w(t, , r,(t,; t, , Y,,)) + E . 
Since W(t, r) is assumed to be nonnegative, the solutions r,(t; t, , Y,,) of 
(2.10) are nondecreasing as t increases. Hence we deduce from 1 rnfo 1 < r,, 
and (i), (ii) of (2.12) that 
I mfl I = m(h) > 
which implies, in view of the definition of m(t), that x(t, , #J), y(to , 9) E C, 
at t = t, . This means that the condition (2.6) holds along x(t, , +), y(t,, , 4) 
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at t = t, . Since V(t, x, y) is assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition in x 
and y for each t, we have, for small h > 0, 
Because of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.6), this implies a further inequality 
liF2yp + [Ml + h) - fW1 < WI , WI>) , 
which, in view of (2.13), is a contradiction. Hence (2.11) is true and this 
is equivalent to the stated result. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Define L(t, x, y) = A(t) V(t, x, y). Since V(t, x, y) 
satisfies Lipschitz’s condition in x and y locally, we obtain 
I~(t,xl,Yl)--(t,xz,Y,)I ~=v)[II~1--2II + lly1-yyzlll * 
Let x, y E C, . Then for each t E [to , 00) and for all sufficiently small h > 0, 
Jw + h x(t) + M4 f&4, r(t) + Mt, G)) - w, x(t), y(t)) 
G 4 + 4 w-l(t) VW, w, x(t), y(t)) - D+A(t) w, x(t),y(t))} + E(h) 
+ J% 4th yw1 - 4) m 4th y(t)) 
= v, 4t),y(t)) [4t + h) - WI + hA(t + A) A-l(t) 
x W(t,W, 4th r(t)) - D+A(t) V(t, x(t), r(t))] + A(t + h) r(h), 
using (2.8), where r(h)/h + 0 as h -+ 0. It then follows that, in view of the 
definition ofL(t, x, y), (2.3), (2.4), for each t E [to , m), x, y E Cl (with respect 
to W, x, Y)), 
liyyy + [L(t + h, -44 + Mt, Htd, r(t) + Mt, ffty)) - Ut, x(t), y(t))] 
< w, w, x(t), r(t)> * 
Now a straightforward application of Lemma 1 yields the result. 
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3. In order to unify our results on stability and boundedness, we list 
below the following conditions. We assume hereafter that the solutions 
al Y 4) r(4l 9 #) of (2-1), (2.2) exist for all t > t, , with the initial functions 4, 
* at t = t, . 
(3.1) For each cx > 0 and t, > 0, there exists a positive function p(t,, , a) 
that is continuous in t, for each 01 and such that if / 4 - 4 1 < OL and t 3 t, , 
then 
(3.2) The j? in (3.1) is independent of t, . 
(3.3) For each 7 > 0 and to > 0, there exists a positive function s(t,, , 7) 
that is continuous in t, for each 7 and such that if 1 (b - 4 1 < s(t, , T), then 
IIx(to,~)(t)--(t,,cCI)(t)II <rl 
for all t > t, . 
(3.4) The 6 in (3.3) is independent of t, . 
(3.5) For each a > 0 and t, > 0, there exist positive numbers B and 
T(t, , a) such that 
provided 
I~--#/<cv and t>t,+T(l,,cu). 
(3.6) The Tin (3.5) is independent of t, . 
(3.7) For each E > 0, (Y > 0 and t, 3 0, there exists a positive number 
T(t,, , f, a) such that 
IIx(t,,~)(t)--(t,,~)(t)Il (6, 
provided 
I+ - 9 1 < (Y and t > t, + T(to , c, a). 
(3.8) The Tin (3.7) is independent of t, . 
REMARK. Corresponding to the definitions above, if we say that the 
differential equation (2.5) has the property (3.1s), we mean the following 
condition is satisfied. 
(3.1s) Given OL > 0 and t, > 0, there exists a positive function /3(to , LY) 
that is continuous in t, for each OL and satisfies the inequality 
y(c t, , yll) < &I 9 4 if ro< CL and t 3 t,. 
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Conditions (3.2) to (3.4) may be reformulated similarly. 
The following theorems on stability and boundedness are extensions of 
our results [l] to functional differential equations. We assume that 
(3.9) there is a function b(r) which is continuous and nondecreasing in Y, 
b(r) > 0 for r > 0, such that &(I x - y 11) < V(t, X, y). On occasion, we 
may also assume, below, that 
b(r) -+m as r-+m. (3.10) 
THEOREM 1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 hold, together with (3.9) and 
(3.10). Suppose further that the differential equation (2.5) satisJies either 
condition (3.1s) or (3.2s); then the systems (2.1) and (2.2) satisfy the cor- 
responding one of the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). 
PROOF. Suppose the differential equation (2.5) has the property (3.1s). 
Then, corresponding to 01 > 0 and to > 0, there exists a positive function 
p(to , OL), that is continuous in to for each 01 and satisfies 
‘CC to 3 ro) < &to ,a) (3.11) 
if r. < 01 and t 3 to . Since b(r) -+ 00 as T + 03, there exists an L = L(to , a) 
such that 
b(L) > BP0 ? 4 * (3.12) 
Let x(t, ,+) and y(to , #) be any two solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) with the 
initial functions 4 and # E C at t = to such that 1 VtO 1 < y. < 01. Then it 
follows from the definition of ( Vt 1 and (3.9) that 14 - # ] < b*(a) = y, 
b* being the inverse function of 6. Also, by Lemma 1, 
w, 4to ,4) (th Y@o 9 $1 w G r(t; to 9 ro) for t >, to. (3.13) 
Now assume that there exist two solutions x(to ,+) and y(to , 9) of (2.1) 
and (2.2) for which (14 - # ] < y have the property that 
II~(to~~)(t,)-Y(to~~)(t,)II =L 
for some t = t, > to . Then from the relations (3.9), (3.11), and (3.12), 
we obtain the inequality 
b(L) s WI 9 4to 9 4Wl), Ye0 3 9) (td) G 4% to 9 To) < B(to, 4 < b(L) , 
which is a contradiction. It therefore follows that if I+ - # (1 < LY and 
t > to , then 
This proves (3.1). 
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The proof of (3.2) is essentially the same, since /3(to , a) is independent of t, 
in this case. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of Lemma I hold together with (3.9). 
Suppose further that the d$jGrential equation (2.5) satisfies either of the condi- 
tions (3.3s) or (3.4s); then the systems (2.1) satisfy the corresponding one 
of the conditions (3.3) and (3.4). 
PROOF. For each E > 0, if 11 x -y )I = E , we deduce from (3.9) that 
b(c) < V(t, x, y). If Eq. (2.5) has the property (3.3s), given b(e) > 0 and 
t, > 0, there exists a positive function ~(t,, 6) such that 
(3.14) 
provided r,, < q(t, , c) and t > t, . Suppose that there are two solutions 
~(t, , 4) and y(t,, , 4) of (2.1) and (2.2) with the initial functions $ and 4 E C 
at t = t, such that 1 I’tO 1 < r0 < v(t, , l ). This implies, as before, 
14 - * I < ~*(?kl ,a = qt, , E), 
b* being the inverse function of b. 
If we now assume that there exist two solutions x(t, ,$) and y(t,, , #) of 
(2.1) and (2.2) for which 
I 4 - 9 I B ul 9 l) and I I &I ? d> 01) - Y(4l 7 99 k) I I = c 
for some t = t, > t, , then using Lemma 1 and the relations (3.9) and (3.14), 
we are led to the contradiction 
NE) < W , x(to , $1 (h), y(t, , #> (td) B r(h; b , rd < 44 . 
The systems (2.1) and (2.2), therefore, fulfill condition (3.3). 
The proof of (3.4) follows, since ~(t, , .z) is independent of t, in that case. 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2 hold together with (3.9) and 
(3.10). Suppose further that the dazerential equation (2.5) satisfies either of 
the conditions (3.1s) or (3.2s). Then, if A(t) +c= as t --)w, the systems 
(2.1) and (2.2) satisfy the corresponding one of the conditions (3.5) and 
(3.6). 
PROOF. We first show that (3.5) is implied by (3.1s). Let x(t, ,+) and 
y(to , $) be any two solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) with the initial functions 4 
and # E C at t = t, such that I V,OA,O I < r0 . Then it follows from Lemma 2 
that 
-4(t) W & ,4) (9, 3% ,4)(t)) < r(t,; to ,ro) for t 2 t, . (3.15) 
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Since the equation (2.5) satisfies (3.1s), given OL > 0 and t,, > 0, there exists 
a positive number /?(ta , LX) such that r(t; t, , r,,) < /I(&, a) if r0 < a. Since 
b(r) + 03 as r + m, there exists an L such that 
b(L) > Iwo 9 4 * (3.16) 
Now, choosing Y,, < 01, we obtain the inequality 
Suppose that there exist two solutions x(ts ,+), y(ts , #) of (2.1), (2.2) satis- 
fying the condition 1 I$ - # ( < y and such that 
I I al 9 $1 (tk) - Y(4l 3 44 (?A I I z L, 
where t, + 03 as k + Q). Then it follows from (3.9), (3.15), and (3.16) that 
Since A(tk) + 00 as t, + 00 and since b(L) > 0, this implies a contradiction, 
hence the systems (2.1) and (2.2) satisfy (3.5). 
The proof of the other statement is clear. 
THEOREM 4. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2 hold together with (3.9). 
Suppose further that the differential equation (2.5) satisfis either of the 
conditions (3.3s) or (3.4s). Then, if A(t) +OJ as t -00, the systems (2.1) 
and (2.2) satisfy the corresponding OM of the conditions (3.7) and (3.8). 
The proof of this theorem follows combining the proofs of Theorems 2 
and 3. We leave the details to the reader. 
4. We now extend the preceeding results to perturbed systems. Corres- 
ponding to (2.1) and (2.2), we consider the systems 
x’(t) = f(t, Kx) + qt, W), (4.1) 
r’(t) = &, f&y) + W, %Y) . (4.2) 
For each t E [to , 00) and X, y E C, let the perturbations F and G satisfy 
I I W, 44 I I + I I W, SY) I I G 7 W, 4th r(t)), (7 > 0) . (4.3) 
If the solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) satisfy the conditions (3.1) to (3.4) for all 
perturbations F and G for which (4.3) holds, we say the systems (2.1) and (2.2) 
satisfy the definitions (3.1) to (3.4) weakly. The following theorems, analogous 
to Theorems I and 2, may then be stated. 
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THEOREM 5. Let the assumptions of Lemma I hold except that condition 
(2/i) is replaced by 
liy+;yp $ WV + h, x(t) + hf(t, Sx), r(t) + h& f&Y)) - WV x(t), y(t))1 
+ aqt, x(t),y(t)) < w, w, x(t>?Y(t)) 9 (4.4) 
where 01 = Kv (K is the Lipschitz constant at (t, x(t), y(t))). Suppose also that 
the hypotheses (3.9) and (3.10) are fulfilled. Then, if the d@rential equation 
(2.5) satisjes one of the conditions (3.1s) and (3.2s), systems (2.1) and (2.2) 
satisfy weakly the corresponding one of conditions (3.1) and (3.2). 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumptions in the first sentence of Theorem 5 hold, 
together with (3.9). If the d@erential equation (2.5) satisfies one of the con- 
ditions (3.3s) and (3.4s), then, systems (2.1) and (2.2) satisfy weakly the 
corresponding one of conditions (3.3) and (3.4). 
PROOF OF THEOREMS 5 AND 6. Let x, y E C, . Since V(t, x, y) satisfies 
Lipschitz’s condition in x and y, we have, for small positive h, 
Vt + h, x(t) + h(f(t> Hi-4 + W, f&x)), r(t) + h(g(t, H,Y) + Gk f&r>)1 
- m .a, r(t)) 
< h&II F(t, Hi.4 II + II G(t, H,Y) III + W + h, 4) + hf(t, H,x), r(t) 
+ hg(t, KY)) - W 4th y(t)) . 
Now using (4.3) and (4.4) and noting that (Y = Kv, we obtain the inequality 
linyyp f [v(t + h, .x(t) + hf(t, H,x) + Wt, HF), r(t) 
+ hdt, KY) + hW 4)) - v(tv xW,r(t))l 
< w, w, x(t), y(t)) . 
If x(t, , 4) and y(t,, , $) are any two solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) with the initial 
functions 4 and 4 E C such that 1 Vi0 1 < r,, , we can obtain the desired results 
by applying directly the proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorems 1 and 2. 
Assume now that (4.3) is satisfied for each t E [to ,m) and x, y E C, . As 
before, if the solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) satisfy the condiitons (3.5) to (3.8) 
for all perturbations F and G satisfying (4.3) (for x, y E C,), we shall say 
that the systems (2.1) and (2.2) satisfy the conditions (3.5) to (3.8) weakly. 
Then we have results analogous to Theorems 3 and 4. 
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THEOREM 7. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 2 hold except that 
the condition (2.8) is replaced by 
A(t) p iy-yp i {v(t + h, 4) + hf(t, HP), r(t) 
+ hg(t, f&y)) - Vt, W,~(t))l] 
+ W, x(t),y(t)) [D+AO) + 4 < W, V(t, x(t),y(t)) A(t)) . 
Let the assumptions (3.9) and (3.10) hold. Suppose that A(t) --f m as t --t 03. 
If the dz&.rential equation (2.5) satisfies one of the conditions (3.1s) and 
(3.2s), then the systems (2.1) and (2.2) satisfy weakly the corresponding one 
of the conditions (3.5) and (3.6). 
THEOREM 8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 7 hold except for (3.10), 
(3.1~)) and (3.2s). Let the differential equation (2.5) satisfy one of the condi- 
tions (3.3s) and (3.4s). Then, the systems (2.1) and (2.2) satisfy weakly the 
corresponding one of the conditions (3.7) and (3.8). 
The proof of the above two theorems follows by combining the proofs 
of Theorems 5, 6, 3, and 4. We omit the details. 
We shall now give examples to illustrate the results. 
Example 1. Consider 
x’(t) = b(t) ,“, x(t + s) ds, (T > 0) 
where b(t) is nonnegative and continuous for t > 0. Let us take V(t, x) = 9. 
Then the subspace C, is defined by 
c, = [x E c : -wF<o xyt + s) = x”(t), t > O] . 
. . 
Accordingly, if x(t) E C, , we have 
V’(t, x(t)) < 2,b(t) x2(t) = w(t, V(t, x(t)) . 
If we further assume that j’t b(s) ds < m, Theorems 1 and 2 can be applied, 
whenever V(to , $) < r0 , 4 being the initial function at t = to and these 
theorems yield stability and boundedness results under the integrability 
condition. 
We note that a similar argument yields results for a more general equation 
x’(t) = a(t) x(t) + b(t) I” x(t + s) o!s 
--T 
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where a(t) is continuous for t > 0 and exp [JtT a(s) ds] < M. For, taking 
v(t,~) = x2exp [- 2 j:a(sJds] 
0 
and working out as before, we obtain 
V’(t, x(t)) < Mob x2 = W(t, V(t, x(t)) . 
This implies that whenever sc 6(s) ds < 03, Theorems I and 2 can be used 
to get stability and boundedness results as above. 
Now writing exp [- 2 JjO a(s) ds] = A(t), we see that unless A(t) -+ M 
as t + 00, this is not interesting, since in this case one can essentially reduce 
to an example with a(t) G 0 or to a simple perturbation result. This is the 
reason why we only investigated the case when ,4(t) --f 03 as t -+ m. 
Observe also that the lag 7 has no effect on the condition. Examples 2 and 3 
below are given to illustrate the effect of 7 on the conditions. 
Example 2. Consider 
x’(t) = - bx(t - T), b >O, T>O. 
For each t > t, + T, we have 
x(t - T) = x(t) - j”_, x’(t + 4 ds . 
The differential-difference equation can be written as 
x’(t) = - 6x(t) - b2 j” x(t - T + s) ds . 
--T 
Taking V(t, x) = x2, we find, for x(t) E C, , that 
V’(t, x(t)) < 0 
if 0 < b7 f 1. With W = 0, Theorems 1 and 2 apply. 
Example. 3. Consider 
x’(t) = ax(t) - bx(t - T) a >O, b >O, T>O. 
As in Example 2, the equation can be written as 
x’(t) = (a - b) x(t) + ab j” x(t + s) ds -- b” j” x(t - T + s) ds . 
--T -7 
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Take 
t(t, x) = A(t) V(t, x) = ecltx2, a>o. 
Then, the space CA is defined by 
C,[x E c : sup x2(t + s)] < x2(t) e-as , 
-7<S<O 
- T < s < 0 . 
Hence 
L’(4 x(t)) = [2(u - b) XV) + 2ab J” x(t) x(t + s) ds -T 
- 2b2 I:, x(t) x(t - T + s) ds + ~$(t)] eat .
Whenever x(t) E C, , this reduces to 
L’(t, x(t)) < [2(a - b) x2(t) + 2ahx2(t) I”, e-asj2 ds 
+ 26%2(t) I”, e-cur/2 ds + wc2(t) I 
eat 
= [2(a - b) $- 4ab ( ““‘,- l ) + 4b2 ( ea7’“,- l ) + a] X%F. 
We wish to apply Theorem 4 with W = 0, which implies that 4, b, (Y, 7 must 
satisfy the condition 
2(a - b) + 4ub ( ,y- l ) + 4q-f l )+ a < 0 
and this shows, from Theorem 4, that the differential-difference equation 
is uniformly asymptotically (exponentially) stable. 
Since (Y is arbitrary, letting OL + 0 and noting that 
!%t? ear/2 - 1 01 iv 
we obtain the condition 
u - b + ah + b% < 0 
which is a sufficient condition for the uniform stability of 
x’(t) = ax(t) - bx(t - T); 
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one could have used Theorem 2 to get this result. If, further, a = 0, this 
reduces to the condition obtained in example 2, viz; 
O<bT<l. 
We observe that in Examples 2 and 3, the conditions are in terms of 7 
(delay). If we do not take the delay into consideration, we obtain the condition 
1 b 1 < a for the equation 
x’(t) = - as(t) f bx(t - T) ) a>O. 
to that end, taking V(t, X) = x2, WE 0, we see that 
V’(4 4t)) d 0, provided lbl <a, 
whenever x(t) E c, . 
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